
About the client:
This is an import and export corporation which built their plastic bags factory in Shenzhen of
Guangdong province and runs several decentralized branches which performed its own
duties.

In fact,one of its branches who runs a E-shop is in sore need of some necessary updates——a
drawing module for their exsisted magento to better their services.

About the project:
The client need CCJK to develop the drawing function module for their exsisted magento as
a necessary updates.In fact,this is considered to be a especially difficult programming task
which include amazing script codes to realise the customized function for their users.

CCJK Solution:
Founded in the year of 2000, CCJK has been providing IT & Translation Solutions to
organizations all over the world.There are graphics and website experts with the skill of
excellent HD and attractive website designing. In the beginning,CCJK sale personnels would
communicate effectively and patiently with our customers to fully understand what our
customers need.

For this script development project,the sales try to get every samll details clearly,the relative
position for drawing,the font for add to pictures,even the style of drawing buttons.CCJK will
design some parts to provide our client with excellent work,providing the client has no idea.

We choose two developers one of whom have more than 4 years of experiences over
javascript and the other is skillful in html5 & script development.

In addition,CCJK is famous for its quick response to customer and its high quality to
delivery.When the projects is ongoing,we keep contact with our client,report the progress to
them regularly.

Before the deadline,we offer our client with the drawing module scripts which has already
been intergrated to their E-shop.

In fact,through their unrimitting efforts and strong responsiblities,our customer is satisfied
with our first draft. In fact,through our unrimitting efforts and strong responsiblities,our



customer is satisfied with our work.

For more visit here

About CCJK:
Founded in the year of 2000, CCJK technologies is an ISO9001:2008 certificated Translation
and IT company.Powered by 2500+ freelance linguists and 40+ in-house technicians and 35+
professional coders,web designers,CCJK are proficient with more than 108 language
pairs,with over 100million words annually translation and 500+ IT solutions annually
capacity.

Constantly joined by well-educated and highly disciplined linguistic professionals and IT
talents from around the Asian Pacific region,CCJK has formed an elite localization and
engineering group that is dedicated, knowledgeable and deeply rooted in the sense of
responsibility.By trusting our one stop solution, you need only focus on your core business,
win the market share and maximize your profit in simplest and soonest way. For more
informations,please feel free to let me know.Looking forward to your contact at
melody.li@ccjk.com.

https://www.ccjk.com/case-studies/case-study-celebrity-slim/

